Ideally, the data used for robust spatial prediction of disease distribution should be both high-resolution and spatially expansive. However, such in-depth and geographically broad data are rarely available in practice. Instead, researchers usually acquire either detailed epidemiological data with high resolution at a small number of active sampling sites, or more broad-ranging but less precise data from passive case surveillance. We propose a novel inferential framework, capable of simultaneously drawing insights from both passive and active data types. We developed a Bayesian latent point process approach, combining active data collection in a limited set of points, where in-depth covariates are measured, with passive case detection, where error-prone, large-scale disease data are accompanied only by coarse or remotely-sensed covariate layers. Using the example of malaria, we tested our method's efficiency under several hypothetical scenarios of reported incidence in different combinations of imperfect detection and spatial complexity of the environmental variables. We provide a simple solution to a widespread problem in spatial epidemiology, combining latent process modelling and spatially autoregressive modelling. By using active sampling and passive case detection in a complementary way, we achieved the best-of-both-worlds, in effect, a formal calibration of spatially extensive, error-prone data by localised, high-quality data.
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29
Predictive maps of disease risk, typically obtained by modelling the spatial heterogeneity in disease 30 incidence as a function of underlying covariates, can be crucial for targeting effective control and 31 surveillance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, reliable prediction at the landscape scale is often hindered by lack of 32 appropriate, high resolution spatial data. Traditionally, incidence data and potential explanatory 33 covariates are collected either systematically -using active sampling by researchers -or 34 opportunistically -from clinical records reported at health facilities. Each of these sampling 35 strategies has its own limitations 7 . For example, by collecting detailed data for both disease 36 incidence and related covariates, data from active sampling allows models to achieve high 37 explanatory power but not to make large-scale extrapolation and predictions in areas where fine 38 scale covariates are not directly measurable 8, 9 . On the other hand, passive sampling yields data 39 from a large number of geographically dispersed cases which are more amenable for large scale 40 predictions, but these data often suffer from severe reporting biases [10] [11] [12] [13] and can be paired with 41 only coarse environmental covariates that have limited explanatory power 4 . As the drawbacks of 42 one strategy are clearly the strengths of the other, modelling frameworks that consider these two 43 types of data simultaneously and complementarily would strengthen our biological insights and 44 predictive power.
45
Active sampling is typically conducted by research teams that focus on a small number of 46 predetermined locations, with collection of detailed environmental or epidemiological variables 47 including clinical samples 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , entomological indicators (for vector-borne disease) 17, 18, [20] [21] [22] , human 48 demographic and socio-economic factors 9, 19, 23, 24 or fine-scale environmental conditions 25, 26 . Such 49 data can provide high power for explaining variation in risk across focal sites 7 , but lack predictive 50 breadth across space because many of the crucial covariates are not available for un-sampled 51 locations 9 . Clinical records from passive case detection offer the potential of expansive descriptions of spatial 53 incidence patterns. However, since these incidence data often arise from self-reporting at health 54 centres, they can be biased by their opportunistic nature. Reporting bias is well acknowledged for 55 numerous infectious disease systems [27] [28] [29] and can be expressed as a combined function of distance 56 from health facilities, the likelihood of asymptomatic cases and sociodemographic factors [10] [11] [12] [13] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] or 57 more complex measures of travel time 36 . Despite this limitation, health centre surveys remain the 58 primary source of information for disease monitoring. Another drawback of spatial models of 59 incidence data gathered from passive case detection, relates to the availability of environmental 60 predictor data. If the locality of the patient is recorded, incidence data can be spatially plotted but 61 researchers and public health workers are unlikely to be able to directly measure some detailed 62 explanatory variables at those localities. Therefore, when modelling the incidence data, only large-63 scale but coarse layers are customarily considered. While these bring more geographically expansive 64 information than the highly localised survey data, they generally consist of remotely sensed 90 we use the spatially extensive clinical data together with the data-rich survey data to reconstruct 91 latent covariates that may be hidden from direct or remote observation.
92
To validate the ability of our model to retrieve correct parameter values we require these scenarios 93 to be accompanied by known intensity surfaces for both incidence and latent explanatory variables.
94
These requirements cannot be satisfied by real data sets, so here we have acquired our scenarios via 95 realistic simulation, motivating our examples from a real system of a vector-borne disease. To 96 illustrate the generality of our approach, we have hypothesized multiple contrasting scenarios of 97 reporting bias and spatial distribution of the latent process underlying disease incidence.
98
We chose malaria in West Africa as an ideal example of an important environmentally-dependent 99 infectious disease 50, 51 , for which human exposure and infection risk is highly spatially 100 heterogeneous and dependent on crucial environmental variables that influence interactions 101 between people, mosquitoes and parasites 40, 52 . Control measures such as long-lasting insecticide 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
144
If data are available on diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, our method can be readily extended by 145 incorporating false negatives or positives.
146
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161
We introduced the estimation of bias in reporting disease cases given by the distance from the 162 health centres, borrowing concepts from distance sampling theory 47 , a group of methods, widely 163 used to estimate the absolute abundance or spatial density of animal or plant populations. The key 164 underlying concept is the estimation of a detection function ( ), which represents the decay in ( ) 165 the probability of detecting an object with increasing distance (d) from the observer. Given the 166 detection function and encounter rate, the absolute density of a population can be modelled at a 167 given point, assuming perfect detection at the location of the observer . In our application, 
[4] 172 where is the shape parameter of the half-normal function (regulating how quickly the detection 173 probability drops with distance). The distance can be Euclidean, or a more complicated function of 174 accessibility (e.g. affected by proximity between points along a given road network).
175
Any given case may be reported to any one of the available clinics, but clinics nearby are more likely 176 to receive the report. The probability of any one case being reported to any one clinic (accounting 177 for other clinics) can be modelled in terms of the distances of all the clinics from the point of 178 occurrence of the case, as follows
The denominator here represents all possible outcomes, i.e. the probabilities that the case is 180 reported to any one of J centres, and the probability that the case goes completely unreported:
Note that is the standardised form of . In fact, is the probability of a case being ,
182 reported at a given clinic (considered in isolation), purely as a function of distance, whereas is , 183 the probability of reporting at a clinic, accounting for the effects of other clinics that are 184 "competing" for the same reports and including , that is the probability of a case not being 185 reported at all. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w   10   186 The likelihood of a data set comprising clinic reports may then be written as a multinomial process. 
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Model validation
218
We used simulated data on malaria incidence and insecticide resistance within the primary mosquito 219 vectors to validate our models. Our specific validation aims were to 1) evaluate the match between 220 the posterior distribution of the coefficients and the simulation process that generated the data; 2) 
269
For the observation process, we accounted for simulated bias in reporting cases in each cell of the 270 grid, by considering a probability of reporting as a function of the distance between a given cell and 271 each health centre. We set the detection probabilities in each cell in accordance with eq. 
284
We analysed the simulated incidence data, using each of the three models described above. We 301 and by plotting the simulated vs reconstructed malaria incidence (for models 2 and 3) and between 302 the simulated and reconstructed insecticide resistance (for model 3)
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The following R scripts are used to generate the simulated dataset and to run the three models presented in the paper. Note that in the paper we presented 9 different scenarios, whereas here we are simulating only 1 scenario with an intermediate level of spatial autocorrelation of insecticide resistance (ro=0.7, see L 57) and an intermediate scenario of detectability (sigma=15, see L 126). Also, note that the dataset provided as supplementary material is a subset of the entire data that we analysed in the paper, therefore some difference in the final results might be expected. For constant updates on this scripts, please visit https://lucanelli.wordpress.com/r-codes. grid<-readOGR("your.folder.path","grid", GDAL1_integer64_policy=T)
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# set the overall probability of not reporting any case at all (Q)
139
grid$Q<-(1-grid$Pd1)*
140
(1-grid$Pd2)*
141
(1-grid$Pd3)*
142
(1-grid$Pd4)*
143
(1-grid$Pd5)*
144
(1-grid$Pd6)*
145
(1-grid$Pd7)*
146
( params<-c("alpha","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN","beta.TEMP","beta.HUM", "sigma","true. 
294
NDVI=grid$NDVI,
295
RAIN=grid$RAIN,
296
TEMP=grid$TEMP,
297
HUM=grid$HUM, params<-c("alpha","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN","beta.HUM", "beta.TEMP", "beta.IR", "sigma","ro",
396
"global.mu","true.incidence","IR") 
443
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,1] 444 sd.model1<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.survey, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
445
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,2] 446 LCI.model1<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.survey,
447
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,3] 448 UCI.model1<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.survey,
449
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,7] 450
Rhat.model1<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.survey,
451
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,8] 452 n.eff.model1<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.survey,
453
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,9] 
475
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP", "sigma")) [,2] 476 LCI.model2<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.clinics,
477
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP", "sigma")) [,3] 478 UCI.model2<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.clinics,
479
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP", "sigma")) [,7] 480
Rhat.model2<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.clinics,
481
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP", "sigma")) [,8] 482 n.eff.model2<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.clinics,
483
params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN", "beta.TEMP", "sigma")) [,9] mu.model3<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.both, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
519
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,1] 520 sd.model3<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.both, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
521
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,2] 522 LCI.model3<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.both, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
523
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,3] 524 UCI.model3<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.both, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
525
"beta.TEMP","beta.IR", "sigma")) [,7] 526
Rhat.model3<-jagsresults(x=jags.out.both, params=c("alpha","beta.HUM","beta.NDVI","beta.RAIN",
527
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